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CH Survey: Research and Patenting in Biotechnology (http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/documents/j10005e.pdf)
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Overview

1. Exclusions of patentability for reasons of                      
ordre public and morality

2. Patenting of gene sequences

3. Research/experimental use exemption 

4. Research tool patents

5. Patenting of diagnostic tests
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1. Exclusions of patentability                                  
for reasons of ordre public and morality
Art. 2(3) Draft CH Patent Law:

violation of human dignity and disregard of the dignity of plants and animals

illustrative list of inventions contrary to ordre public
(in force since 1st March 2005 / proposed amendments):

(reproductive and therapeutic) processes for cloning human beings

processes for producing hybrids or chimeras (but not transgenic animals)

processes for human parthenogenesis

germ line therapy (but not somatic gene therapy)

unmodified human embryonic stem cells

uses of human embryos (non-medical uses)

processes for genetic modification of animals likely to cause suffering
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1 2 3 4 5

Dependency on previous patents (crow ded art) (n = 29)

Diff iculties to enter a technological f ield because of too many patents (n = 29)

Patents, blocking access to technologies (n = 28)

Conflicting and overlapping patents (n = 29)

Unaw areness of research stuff about patenting (n = 29)

Patents, impeding further R&D (n = 28)

Submarine patents in the f ield (n = 24)

Over-complex patent licensing negotiations (n = 29)

Individual royalties are too high (n = 28)

Accumulation of too many royalties for too many different patent holders (n = 27)

Patents hampering research co-operations (n = 29)

Break dow n of patent rights negotiations (n = 28)

Proliferation of legal patenting disputes (n = 28)

Ethical problems (n = 27)

2. Main problems with gene patents

CH Survey: 8.2 Extent of Experience of Problems with DNA Patents, Fig. 34 (1=never, 5=very often) 
(http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/documents/j10005e.pdf)
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Gene patents: Proposed remedies

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Consortia

Introduction of provisional
applications

Maximum royalty fees

Introduction of a grace
period

Cross licensing

Patent pools

Protection limited to concrete
disclosure functions of DNA

Broad research exemption

CH Survey: 8.2 Remedies, Fig. 35 (named as many times as effectively to ...) 
(http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/documents/j10005e.pdf)
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Concrete disclosure functions of gene patents
1 2 3 4 5

The absolute protection of DNA
patents is hampering research
and further development (n=25)

A concrete disclosure of the
function enables the restriction

of patent claims (n=24)

Limited protection of DNA
patents is for our purpose more

important than absolute
protection (n=23)

A limitation of the scope of
protection should be provided
for in patent legislation (n=22)

CH Survey: 8.2 Extent of Experience of Problems with DNA Patents, Fig. 39 (1=no agreement, 5=total agreement) 
(http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/documents/j10005e.pdf)
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Options for the scope of gene patents
1. Large product per se claims + absolute protection

= broad claims + all possible uses incl. unknown of the gene sequence

2. Limited product per se claims + absolute protection
= claims limited to the parts of the gene sequence relevant for the function disclosed in the patent              

+ all possible uses, incl. unknown
3. Limited product per se claims + “function-limited” protection

= limited claims + only disclosed uses of the gene sequence are protected                                 
– but proteins derived from the sequence have absolute protection

4. Limited product per se claims + “function-limited” protection for both 
gene sequence and derived proteins

= limited claims + only disclosed uses of both gene sequence and proteins protected

5. Use claims (no product per se claims)
= only known uses of a gene sequence protected, not the sequence itself

6. Complete exclusion from patentability
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Scope of protection for genes:                     
Discussion in Switzerland
Art. 8c Draft CH Patent Law: 
limited product claims + „function-limited“ protection 

All processes to make the product are protected (even if unknown), 

BUT
claims are limited to the parts of the gene sequence relevant                     
for the function disclosed in the patent and
only the specific functions (uses) of both gene sequence and 
proteins that are disclosed in the patent application are protected

= Option 4: Two folded limitation (claims and scope)
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Possible consequences for R&D

This means 
research on other functions of the same gene sequence/protein 
not in conflict with existing patent (outside the scope)
no mutual dependence of patents
no monopolies on gene sequences as such 
patents on other functions of the same gene sequence/protein    
are independent

This triggers
research on new medical uses/indications
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3. Research/experimental use exemption              
(Art. 9.1b Draft CH Patent Law) 

When do you need a license to use patented inventions 
for research purposes?

All research (commercial or not) = free – if aimed at gaining 
new knowledge about subject matter of the invention

Introduction of “bolar exemption”: Use of the invention to 
obtain the authorisation of a pharmaceutical product = free

use of invention e.g. through
Clinical trials = possible

Even production of specimens = possible

BUT

Production of the new drug only after expiration of                 
the patent (= no stockpiling)
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4. Limits of research exemption:                           
The issue of research tools
Invention must be the object and not the instrument
of research:

Problem: no free use of „research tools“,                                                    
(such as polymerase chain reaction)
if instrument = licence needed

Solution: Access guaranteed through legal license
(Art. 9a Draft CH Patent Law):

= right to use the research tool for everybody
+ obligation to pay license fee
no agreement = fee fixed by a court
no “reach through” license fees
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5. Main problems with patents on genetic tests
1 2 3 4 5

Patents on genetic tests can lead to abusive monopoly positions. (n = 9/5/6)

Patents increase costs of genetic testing. (n = 9/5/6)

Tests w ere not developed due to the existence of patents. (n = 9/5/6)

Patents have a negative impact on access to genetic testing. (n = 9/5/6)

Patents increase the quality of genetic testing. (n = 9/5/6)

Patent ow ners or licensees prevent laboratories from continuing testing
services. (n = 9/5/6)

Patents improve the information sharing betw een researchers. (n = 9/5/6)

Our research staff is unaw are of the legal implications of using patented
research tools. (n = 9/5/6)

<50

50-250

>250

Persons/ 
company

CH Survey: 9.2 Genetic testing, Fig. 42 (1=very low, 5=very often) (http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/documents/j10005e.pdf)
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Patents on genetic tests: Proposed remedies
1 2 3 4 5

Clinical use exceptions (n = 22)

Offering clinical laboratories non-exclusive licenses to range a
patented genetic test on reasonable terms (n = 23)

Anti-trust law s (n = 21)

Public pressure (n = 23)

Compulsory licenses (n = 22)

Change of patentability criteria (n = 22)

CH Survey: 9.2 Genetic testing, p. 60 (1=very low, 5=very often) (http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/documents/j10005e.pdf)
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Compulsory license for diagnostic testing
Access to reliable diagnostic methods may be hampered if

disease caused by specific gene sequence or single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs), and 

diagnostic method based on the relevant nucleotide sequence patented

Art. 40b Draft CH Patent Law provides for a compulsory licence,            
in case of

Anticompetitive behaviour = breach of antitrust law/abuse of dominant 

position/agreement restricting competition/abusive behaviour                               

(e.g. BRCA1- breast cancer gene)
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More information

on the ongoing revision of the Swiss Patent Law,                
including a preliminary draft, is available on the website      
of the Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property
http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/j100.shtm#2

Electronic Newsletter:
http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/j201.shtm

Contact:
Dr. Felix Addor
Phone +41 31 322 48 02 / felix.addor@ipi.ch

http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/j100.shtm#2
http://www.ige.ch/E/jurinfo/j201.shtm
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„The patent system adds 
the fuel of interest 

to the fire of genius“

Abraham Lincoln
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